Cases and Materials on The Rules of Evidence (American Casebook Series) by Ill

Great Purchase Experience - No Problems!

This highly efficient casebook offers materials that are thorough and yet brief enough that the subject can be covered in a three- or four-credit course. Each chapter covers an article of the Federal Rules of Evidence. Within the chapters and sections, the materials follow the sequence of the Rules. The Fourth Edition is an update of this popular, concise casebook. It includes the important 2006 decision of the Supreme Court in Davis v. Washington, plus all important recent decisions. These materials are meant to be self-sufficient when accompanied by a current copy of the Rules, and, where appropriate, the rules of a state.

My Personal Review:
If you are a law student (who else would buy this) and you have to use this text, well you are in luck. This book, accompanied by a copy of the federal rules will be all that you need in the study of evidence. This text isn't like most books on evidence, there are no problems, only cases and notes. The cases correspond to specific rules in the Federal Rules and help explain how each rule works. Also the notes expand on the rule to show how it would apply in other contexts.

Also if you are in a TX law school, this book will also help to illustrate some of the key difference in the federal rules and the Texas state rules (i.e. statement against interest hearsay exception).

All in All this is a great text.
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